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WEEK 7 : ILLUMINATION

WITH THE 7 SISTERS OF THE PLEIADES

NAME DATE

with Qanqaq Q’Oto

Puriq Q’Oto
Tarpuq Q’Oto

Nawi Q’Oto Munai Q’Oto

Llanqaq Q’Oto

Illiari Q’Oto
Qanqaq Q’Oto
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THE CELESTIAL JOURNEY

DAY 43

Welcome to Week 7, Luminous One!

Take a moment to acknowledge that this is the forty third day

of our Celestial Journey together and the first day of our final week.

The Star we are working with this week is Qanqaq Q’oto.

And she is the Star of Illumination

Plain and Simple.

The Golden Light that makes its way through our Crown Chakras?

That’s Qanqaq Q’oto working her magic.

Ready for Full Body Illumination? Excellent. 

So is She.
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Light your candle,

and tune into the space at the top of your head.

See if you can feel it activating.

It might feel woozy.

Allow it to settle.

And then in honor of this last week together,

read your intention.

See how it feels.

7OM CANDLE LIGHTING

SET YOUR TIMER FOR 7 MINUTES

Get comfy.

Close Your Eyes.

Allow the time to just pass.
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WRITING PROMPT

Take out your journal and write the following words:

7OM Day 43: Someone in my life, or even someone who I met once a long time ago,

who just glows from the inside out and left an impression on me...

If I had to describe the Glow, I would say...

Again write until you feel complete.

No expectations of what is going to come forth.

When you are complete,

have your moment with the flame.

And finally share a blessing of light for the world.

You are complete.
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Knowing that which we admire in others is either the reflection of a beautiful glow we have already recognized inside our 

own Selves, or otherwise it is the recognition of a latent part of ourselves that we have not yet accepted as truth.

In the realms of Spiritual Psycholog y, it is known as a positive projection - when beautiful parts of ourselves that we hav-

en’t yet owned end up being projected out into the world and witnessed through the form or the actions or the life of another. 

So know that as you observe this Glow in another, you also have the opportunity to recognize it in yourself and invite it 

to shine brighter and brighter.

And if there are any feelings of “less-than-ness” or any feelings of jealously or competition or self-criticism for not seemingly 

emitting this glow in equal measure, know that it is in fact coming from a piece of your psyche that knows full well that you 

100% already have these qualities inside your own Being. Any frustration comes from a part of you that is eager to allow 

the world to see and recognize your Radiance in the way that you have just recognized in another.

So, just taking a moment now if you haven’t already, to allow yourself to Breath into the beauty of these qualities and this 

Radiance that exists inside You and is You. Really allow them in and set the intention, in this moment if you are willing, to 

allow them to be seen and acknowledged and witnessed today, and anchor them into your consciousness.

It’s time to Glow, baby. It really truly is. You know who you Are. And you know that this message is for you. And by doing 

so, you gift it to everyone around you. Knowing your true Beauty and Radiance is one of the greatest gifts we can give to 

the world.

POST SCRIPTUM
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“There are two kinds of Light – the glow that illuminates, and the glare that obscures.”

– James Thurber –
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Welcome to Day 44, Radiant One.

Take a moment to acknowledge that this is the forty forth day of our 7OM Celestial Journey together.

THE CELESTIAL JOURNEY

DAY 44

Light your candle

and say your blessing for the world.

And really be cognizant that this week we are in the realms of the Star of Illumination.

This is the most perfect frequency for sharing blessings that there ever was.

Know that your blessing is doubly blessed today.

As are you.

7OM CANDLE LIGHTING
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SET YOUR TIMER FOR 7 MINUTES

Get comfy.

Close Your Eyes. 

Allow the time to just pass.

Breathe, and allow whatever “is”

to be “what is” until the timer goes off.

And really allow yourself to luxuriate in these precious minutes.

You can continue this practice way after we have completed this particular journey together.

But there is a very precious energ y that we are communing in together.

Allow it to fill you and nourish you today.
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WRITING PROMPT

Take out your journal and write the following words:

7OM Day 44: A very specific memory where I recognized the beauty inherent in all things...

Where was I? 

What was going on? Remembering it feels...

Again write until you feel complete.

No expectations of what is going to come forth.

Because as we know by now that’s really not where the magic comes from.

When you are complete,

have your moment with the flame.

And finally share a blessing of light for the world.

You are complete.
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You are magic and you have magical co-creative powers. And as you luxuriate in the remembrances of magical moments, 

you have the opportunity to invite them and the vibration of them into your Now. And no chastising yourself if you’re not 

feeling magical in this moment. Just a lovely opportunity for the Remembering of what you have experienced and what is 

inherently the truth of your Being to wash over you.

And if you can’t think of one, close your eyes, and Imagine that your attendants are bringing this particular moment to 

you as an energetic gift. You are not conjuring this memory. They are delivering it to you with a certain promise. You just 

have to close your eyes and allow them to whisper the memory into your awareness. It might not be something that you 

consciously remembered experiencing or witnessing. It might be the tiniest moment that ever was, and it might not even be 

from this particular lifetime.

Allow your attendants to bring it to you now. And in this moment, know that there is nothing that has to be done with 

it beyond feeling into the remembrance of it. Truly. That is where and how the magic happens. The Universe takes it from 

there. Trust this.

POST SCRIPTUM
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“She smiled and said with an ecstatic air: “It shines like a little diamond”,
“What does?”

“This moment. It is round, it hangs in empty space like a little diamond; I am eternal.”

– Jean-Paul Sartre –
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Welcome to Day 45, Majestic One.

Take a moment to acknowledge that this is the forty fifth day of our 7OM Celestial Journey together.

THE CELESTIAL JOURNEY

DAY 45

Light your candle,

and share your blessing for the world.

And read your Intention every day this week. 

With pride and with gusto.

7OM CANDLE LIGHTING
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SET YOUR TIMER FOR 7 MINUTES

Get comfy.

Close Your Eyes.

Allow the time to just pass.

Breathe, and allow whatever “is”

to be “what is” until the timer goes off.

And yes, to those who have been enquiring,

you are supposed to be doing your 11 minute daily SA-TA-NA-MA meditation with me

for 11 consecutive days taking us to the completion of this Journey.

And if you want to do it instead of your 7 minute daily meditation, you can.

But please do not skip it.

This 11 minute mantra works magic.

But we have to actually engage in the tools for them to work.
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This Remembering is truly the reason that we are here. This is the Awakening. This is Enlightenment. Right here avail-

able to every single one of us who walks this planet.

There is an Energ y coming through to this planet as we speak that is literally working our Heart Chakras open. It’s very 

specific and particular and ultimately incredibly nourishing when you can tune into it. Take a moment in the stillness now 

and allow it to come through. Allow it to come through. This is why we are here. For this sensation in this moment. This 

is truly it. And when we realize it, the other things we think we want start showing up too, but they are not the purpose. 

The stillness and the Majesty of being Alive in this human body, Remembering the truth of our own Connection and 

Being and Beauty. That’s why we came. And that’s what is available to us right now.

POST SCRIPTUM

Take out your journal and write the following words:

7OM Day 45: When I allow myself to tap into my connection to the vastness of this Universe, I remember...

Again write until you feel complete.

No expectations of what is going to come forth.

When you are complete,

have your moment with the flame.

And finally share a blessing of light for the world.

You are complete.

WRITING PROMPT
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“Take a moment today and purposefully connect with your Higher Self.
It’s the part of you that is always connected with Source.

It is filled with love, compassion and wisdom.
It holds no judgment or fear.

It is you in your purest form of Light.”

– Laurel Bleadon Maffei –
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WEEKEND RITUAL & JOURNEY

Welcome Welcome Welcome

to our Seventh Guided Journey Meditation & Ritual together.

The Star we are working with this week is Qanqaq Q’oto.

She is the Star of Illumination.

What an achievement.

What a glorious, glorious achievement.

I am in awe of your courage and your dedication.

Thank you for taking this Celestial Journey.

It is truly the greatest Joy to share these connections with you.

Please download your final Audio Guided Journey.

This week is the culmination of our attunements and our initiations and it’s a big one.

We will be Journeying to the Pleiadian Temple of Illumination in the Stars together.

THE CELESTIAL JOURNEY

WEEK 7
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The full experience takes an hour,

and the ritual is simply the completion of the Journey.

Please try and schedule this when you have time to yourself to integrate immediately afterwards.

Once you have completed the Journey,

there is an additional writing prompt below.

Please don’t look at it till you have completed the Guided Journey!

If you have any questions or anything you’d like to share about your experience with the Journey, this is your time!

I am so profoundly grateful for this time we have spent together these past 7 weeks.
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Bonus Writing Prompt

After you have completed the Journey,

take out your Journal and write the following words:

There is Majesty in my Soul, Divinity in my Eyes and...

Feel free to also write a few words about your experience

with this final and very special Guided Journey to the Stars in your Celestial Journal.

Take a moment to look at your eyes in the bathroom mirror.

Do they look a little different? 

What do you see?

How do you feel?

Let us know in the Temple.

You are complete.

STOP READING UNTIL YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE 

GUIDED AUDIO JOURNEY!

THE BELOW PROMPT IS FOR AFTER!!!
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“The nitrogen in our DNA,
the calcium in our teeth, the iron in our blood,

the carbon in our apple pies were made in the interiors of collapsing stars.
We are made of starstuff.” 

– Carl Sagan, ‘Cosmos’ –
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Welcome to Day 46, Majestic One.

Take a moment to acknowledge that this is the forty sixth day of our 7OM Celestial Journey together.

THE CELESTIAL JOURNEY

DAY 46

Light your candle,

Let’s bring it home with our blessings.

And read your Intention every day this week.

With pride and with gusto.

7OM CANDLE LIGHTING
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Take out your Journal and write the following words:

7OM Day 46: I Am Illuminated, which to me, means...

Again write until you feel complete.

No expectations of what is going to come forth.

When you are complete, have your moment with the flame.

And finally share a blessing of light for the world.

You are complete.

WRITING PROMPT

SET YOUR TIMER FOR 7 MINUTES

Get comfy.

Close Your Eyes.

Allow the time to just pass.

Breathe, and allow whatever “is”

to be “what is” until the timer goes off.
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“Be humble for you are made of Earth. Be noble for you are made of Stars.”

– Serbian Proverb –
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Welcome to Day 47, Majestic One.

Take a moment to acknowledge that this is the forty seventh day of our 7OM Celestial Journey together.

THE CELESTIAL JOURNEY

DAY 47

Light your candle,

And feel the Light of the Divine blessing every string in your Heart.

Read your Intention every day this week. 

With pride and with gusto.

7OM CANDLE LIGHTING
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SET YOUR TIMER FOR 7 MINUTES

Get comfy.

Close Your Eyes.

Allow the time to just pass.

WRITING PROMPT

Take out your journal and write the following words:

7OM Day 47: If I was invited on the first commercial trip to the Moon, I would most likely...

Again write until you feel complete.

No expectations of what is going to come forth.

When you are complete,

have your moment with the flame.

And finally share a blessing of light for the world.

You are complete.
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POST SCRIPTUM

This might be the most bonkers 7OM writing prompt of all. And yet it feels so prescient and relevant to our Journey and 

our exploration together. We have been honing our connections to Cosmic Dimensions of Reality during our 7 week Jour-

ney together, and there is something amazing about the fact that we are living in a time where the notion of commercial 

flights out into the cosmos and up to the Moon are a tangible reality.

I have to say that for myself personally, I have always been quite frightened of the notion of getting into a “space craft” 

and flying to the actual moon. It used to make me feel claustrophobic and breath-less just to imagine it, and up until now 

I have always been quite adamant that if I were invited on the first commercial trip to the moon that I wouldn’t accept it. 

There was something in my humanness and my intrinsic desire for control that would find it too tough to imagine letting 

go in that way.

But it’s interesting to witness how we shift and change our perspectives on things. I still don’t feel like it would be a 100% 

yes for me, but as I ponder it today I feel a little more open to the notion, a little more grateful for the concept of the opportu-

nity. I still think it is pretty unlikely but not as unlikely as it was this time last year. So, that is progress in some regard. Some 

of my favorite relatives are desperate to be on that flight, so if I received a ticket this afternoon, I would most likely gift it on 

to them. Or to you! Would you go???
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“I am not the same having seen the moon shine on the other side of the world.”

– Mary Ann Radmacher –
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Welcome to Day 48, Illuminated One..

Take a moment to acknowledge that this is the forty eigth day of our 7OM Celestial Journey together.

THE CELESTIAL JOURNEY

DAY 48

Light your candle,

say your blessing, and see if a visual comes to you.

Invite in the energ y of stillness and calm and grace.

And ask that today you be gifted with all these and then some.

Put your hand to your journal

and see if you can feel the Love and the Beauty and the Authentic Self Expression that lives in these pages.

Invite the deliciousness inside to radiate out into the world in all dimensions of time and space.

And so it is.

7OM CANDLE LIGHTING
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SET YOUR TIMER FOR 7 MINUTES

Get comfy.

Close Your Eyes.

Allow the time to just pass.

Take out your journal and write the following words:

7OM Day 48: When I tune into this Illuminating Journey of Self

and the words that have come forth during these Seven weeks of introspection, 

I  have discovered... 

As I touch these pages, I feel...

Again write until you feel complete.

No expectations of what is going to come forth.

Because as we know by now that’s really not where the magic comes from.

When you are complete, have your moment with the flame. 

nd finally share a blessing of light for the world.

You are complete.

WRITING PROMPT
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POST SCRIPTUM

Oh pachapoochie, holy mother of magic, who can believe it? We are one day from the end of this adventure together. 

I’m so proud of you for taking the time to complete this. My hope is that in allowing the writing prompts to trigger deeper 

knowings from your Soul to come forward, and from immersing yourself in the meditations and rituals and connecting to 

the wider Cosmos at large, that you have reconnected with and Remembered a part of your Self that has been yearning for 

connection.

And know that as you walk forwards now, you do so as an enlightened conduit for the energ y of the Heavens and the 

Earth, and as such you quite literally bless all who come into contact with you. Without effort, without sacrifice, simply by 

the nature of your presence. For an Illuminated Soul is one of the greatest, greatest gifts we can give this planet and each 

other. Thank you for this gift.
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“Knowing yourself is the beginning of all wisdom.”

– Aristotle. –
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Welcome to Day 49, Celestial One.

Take a moment to acknowledge that this is the forty ninth day of our 7OM Celestial Journey together

and the final day of our Celestial Journey together.

THE CELESTIAL JOURNEY

DAY 49

This is it, beautiful.

What a Journey.

What an incredible incredible Journey.

Take a moment as you light your candle today to stop

and really congratulate yourself for this incredible commitment.

Tune into to your original blessing, read your intention out loud,

with pride and confidence and Joy.

7OM CANDLE LIGHTING
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You have put the foundation together.

The connections are strengthening and taking hold.

This is truly when the magic begins. 

Bless the world.

Bless the stars.

Bless our beautiful, beautiful group.

Give thanks for each and every person in this group.

Whether you connected with them through facebook, in person, through accountability texting,

we have all been Journeying together through the ethers.

And in doing so, we have come home to ourselves.

Bless this day.

Bless this week.

What a privilege.

What an absolute privilege.

And so it is.
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SET YOUR TIMER FOR 7 MINUTES

Get comfy.

Close Your Eyes.

Allow the time to just pass.

Take out your journal and write the following words:

7OM Day 49:

1) When I invite my Illuminated Self into my Minds-eye, standing before me, this is who I see...

2) And as I come to the end of this particular Journey,

a blessing of gratitude and completion for this beautiful experience:

3) The Star I connected most deeply with....

4) One moment of beautiful Serendipity from this Journey....

WRITING PROMPT
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POST SCRIPTUM

Bless you. Bless you so deeply for coming on this adventure with me. May you walk in Beauty. May you Walk With Mag-

ic. And may You know the Light of your Being every Day of your Life. That is my blessing for you. You are a Light unto 

Nations. Right here, right now. And it’s an honor to bear witness to your Journey and to have held space for all that has 

unfolded and all that continues to unfold. This isn’t the end of this Journey. In fact, in many ways it’s just the beginning. I’ll 

be in touch tomorrow about the wider 7OM community going forward. In the meantime, bless you. Bless your next steps. 

And bless your precious heart for stepping in, for being courageous, for being vulnerable and for allowing the magic to come 

forth. Long may it continue to flow. And when in doubt, Look for the Beauty.

5) My intention from this moment forth....

6) I walk forward now...

7) One more thing I would like to share.....

And So It Is.

HOORAH!!!

Again write until you feel complete.

No expectations of what is going to come forth.

When you are complete,

have your moment with the flame.

And finally share a blessing of light for the world.

You are complete.
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“Now this is not the end. It is not even the beginning of the end.
But it is, perhaps, the end of the beginning.” 

– Winston Churchill –


